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Christ RESURRECTION
To the chiefs of the States of Europe, Asia, America, Africa and
Australia
To managers of Non-State Public Organizations
To managers of creative associations and Unions

WORLD
in CONDITIONS of SCRAMBLING With TERRORISM:
CULTURES of a WORLD AGAINST a TERROR // the Substantiation of
necessity of signing « of the Minutes of the United Nations on
preservation of cultural variety » //
Analyzing (analysing) the information from news agencies, and also
message from battle areas in Iraq, in Short-range East and in Africa,
all of us are inclined to perception of concrete and actual hazard, as
most relevant threat in general. And the world aims to decide
problems in an operating mode, i.e. in process of peaking this or that
situation.
The problems with AIDS have become aggravated and we expedited
reduce the cost of the indispensable diagnostic equipment and
pharmaceuticals. So in the application UNISEF it is marked, that
pursuant to the arrangement reached American non-governmental
agency Fund of Clinton with five manufacturers of untiretrovirus’
drugs and five manufacturers of the diagnostic equipment, the
governments of less developed countries will have a capability to gain
drugs against AIDS under lower price (DBP/1967/070404 on April 7,
2004). The necessary arrangement? Certainly, also there can not be
an actual alternative to activity of this fund.
There were fears (info. 6/04/04), that the cultivation of a thebaic
poppy will endanger to the supremacy of the law in Afghanistan and Advice of Safety of the United Nations (presiding in April Gunter
Ploger) hailed made by the international donors on the Berlin
conference the declaration about the installments on recovery of
Afghanistan on the sum in 8,2 mild. Dollars, which one will be given
for period since March of a current years till March, 2007. Who can
contest prospects of such solution? Wishing to criticize itself hardly
will exhibit.
And so on tens problems in the most critical situations.

The world community aims to route financial flows for the solution of
the really relevant and ripened problems. Certainly, it is far from
being by all it is pleasant, since the authority of the irresponsible and
reprobate chiefs is reduced(descended), which one and to supervise
never on the present knew how. It will be difficult to the whole
peoples to make a step in the future with such weight of obsolete
traditions in a management(manual), as these "«pseudo-chiefs"
perceive, that their time as a «shagrene’s skin » is steadily reduced.
They are glad to each new conflict, each new surge of strength,
calculating to prolong the (same-self) existence. For them - than
more problems, it is better. About what there national concerns or
concerns of the people there can be a speech, when the own oversea
business trip and own preferential visa burns. And they, deciding the
petty problems, absolutely overlook(forget) about the future of that
ground, where they have lived all conscientious life. By each solution
they destroy culture, in which one they have grown. By each attempt
to execute(come true) the wrongful share or to back up destructive
forces they delete the moral base of normal life for children. But they
do not see escaping of a self-contained criminal ring. In an orthodox
temple it is not becomes easier, as well as in roman catholic and in
any by
others, since for many from them still there was a
misunderstood true, that the largest Temple for each person is his
inner life. There is no this inner life and any "«Mercedes" will not
replace comprehension of moral values any substitute of culture will
not replace present of spiritual life, but only will increase internal
difficult problems.
They aim at an authority, but only with horror think of that moment,
when them this authority will give even on time since to bear of the
actual responsibility they can not any more. They would like to
become any geopolitical center, only for them the world yet has not
invented a line of business, in which one they could reach(achieve)
success. Difficulty by him, but it is even more difficult to all of us,
since the incompetence and idleness these "«bad-chiefs" aim to cover
with a pseudo-competitiveness and present crimes.
And all of us observed a following picture, when the present chiefs
and spiritual leaders together with intellectual (intelligent) elite of a
world step-by-step load themselves ever more and more by solution
of concrete and pressing problems, which one cannot be skipped. But
in provoking of these "«pressing" questions and problems, their
sparking the whole professional groups are engaged today in a world,
which one integrate the efforts (« a criminal globalization »),
increasing pressure on governments and on world community as a
whole.
The world can appear on the verge of intelligently - spiritual
stagnation, that achieve « for ever backward-men » and managing
lazy persons in many angles of a planet.
What can we by him oppose? How can us not admit to stagnation
and economic decay? What the way we to ensure development of
high technologies and mastering of neighboring space with?
At first, it is possible if we will be to recess of economic integration
on the basis of a severe further internationalization of the main’s orbs
of human activity. All this should rested on fundamental
both
methodological and methodical minings and on the experiment
usage in practice of an economic management of the fundamental
laws of social and economical development. To these laws it is
possible to attribute(relate) the law of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR
(Mariupol’s Academic School, 1999) and law of NON-DESTROY of an
INTELLIGENTLY - SPIRITUAL LABOUR (Ukrainian Academic School,
2002), law of Synergy and law on instability of a CIVILIZATION in
conditions, when restricted number of persons have a capability of
intelligently - spiritual growth(increase) (P.Lavrov, 1870), law on
sinusoidal character of all social and economic processes in a history
of mankind (Platon, John. Vico,
H.Ortega-and-Gasset, A.Veber,
O.Shpengler, with IY up to AD on XX st.) both law of release of the
person and growth(increase) of her value (P.Sorokin, 1920); and a lot

of legitimacy’s about intellectualization of a Labour as a whole and on
the main’s social groups and layers (Mariupol’s Academic School,
1997), and also number(series) of the most relevant social and
economic legitimacies (law of an agglomeration – of A.Veber; the law
of saturation of primary needs(requirements) etc.). It is necessary by
all to begin to execute « the DECLARATION On SCIENCE And USAGE
of SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE », adopted 2000 scientifics them 150
countries in Budapest in 1999, where was said: « we the participants
of World-wide Conference « Science for XXI of century: the accrued
obligations ».... Considering a role, which one the social sciences play
problems of the analysis of public transformations(conversions),
bound with technological development, and in a search of mutually
solutions of problems generated by this process.. .. Underlining, that
at realization of scientific researches and usage of scientific
knowledge it is necessary to respect the human right and human
advantage pursuant to the World-wide Declaration of human rights
and General declaration on a genome of the person and customs of
the person.... It is necessary to supply(ensure) a free dissemination
of information about every possible kinds(views) of new discoveries
and technologies, consequences of their usage, so that it was
possible competently to discuss ethical problems. In each country it is
necessary to accept appropriate measures for consideration of ethics
of scientific activity and its applied aspects, which one would include
procedures of fair and benevolent attitude(relation) to a dissent and
dissident... ». Only on this path we can in the industrially developed
states eliminate a situation, when the President is compelled to
declare: «I have thousand experts, which one can construct a
pyramid, but there is no, who, would say, whether it is necessary it to
plot » (words of John a Kennedy).
Secondly, it is possible if we will be to implementation of the series
antiterrorist programs. Very much encourage the solutions on
completed December 12 the activity of political conference of a high
level for signing of the Convention of the United Nations against
corruption in Meride (Mexico), under which one the signatures
already have put 94 states. This is the "tooths’s" document (definition
Antonio Mary Costa) requires(demands) of them to introduce
corruption to category(discharge) of felonies, to create institutes for
its preventing and to penalize the criminals. By the way, outgoing
from the size of the gross world(global) product in 33 billions US
dollars, at least annually sum of the wrongful bargains makes 1
billions Dollars, and it is the actual base "«globalization’s" aims of the
terrorists. Therefore within the framework of activation of efforts of
the United Nations on scrambling with threat of terrorism Advice of
Safety of the United Nations has made a decision about re-structuring
Committee on scrambling with terrorism, which one will allow to
consolidate its potential and to actuate activity in varied conditions.
Pursuant to Safety, solidly adopted By advice, by the resolution, in
new frame of Committee on scrambling with terrorism are stipulated
Plenary group in a structure of all members of Advice of Safety, which
one will be engaged in development(manufacture) of the strategic
and political solutions, and the Against-Terror’s executive directorate
(CTED), which one will be headed by the director - initiator and two
his assistants, and also to dispose integrated secretariat. In spite of
the fact that term of existence of the Executive directorate is limited
to December 31, 2007, it already concrete steps of association of
efforts in scrambling with a terror. We hail them and we maintain. But
it is impossible to overlook(forget), that the terror prospers in
companies, where there are no highly moral traditions, where the
human right is upset, where the beddarely and poverty is implanted,
where do not give to develop and to save culture. Therefore all
concrete shares on maintenance of original cultures in this or that
locale of a planet delete a medium of terrorism. And this environment
is necessary for deleting everywhere, specially, in developing poor
Societies. And we are convinced, that the fulfillment of the program
of the Azov Department of AES&E “the Red Book of Cultures of
Europe “ today practically does not have alternative in PriAzov Region
(Ukraine and Russia). From top of civic Stands of 2004 in

comprehension of problems of preservation of cultural variety in
Europe the share of the professors of the Warsaw University (RechPospolita-Poland) on financing of fulfillment of the program «the Red
Book of Cultures of Europe » (listing in 2000-2001 from Warsaw
through New York in Mariupol) becomes even more significant and
can be a vivid example for imitating.
And in third, it is possible if we will be to preservation and
development of cultural variety by ours unique for all of us of a
CIVILIZATION.
It is necessary to originate realization of joint seminars and
conferences (look Documenr’s NN 7,12 and 29 www.cic-wsc.org ) to
the spiritual leaders of all substantially working religions and motions
together with representatives of science and art, transforming these
occurring not only in cultural - intellectual event at a state level, but
also in a forum on discussion of concrete paths of preservation of
cultural variety of locales and whole states. Main is at all does not
contradict a continuing globalization of a world(global) economic
system, but only should promote its crisis-free realization. It is
necessary to supply(ensure) intelligently - spiritual balanced
development of the person within the framework of all cultures,
generated(set up) on the Earth. It is all requires(demands) actual
interest and living - absolutely informal activity of creative and
scientific collectives. It is difficult(complex)? Certainly. But it is
possible to execute even in the most composite conditions. The
example of overcoming of artificial obstacles can be served by(with)
conferences and scientific - theoretical seminars of Institute of
economical and socio-cultural researches (IESCR), Azov Department
of AES&E and stand of management MF IRAMS, inducted in Mariupol
(Old Kremnes) in 2002-2003 .
The stored experience does not owe an abyss, since the institute of
economical and socio-cultural researches (IESCR) since 1989 has
conducted more 20 every possible conferences and seminars at interregional and international levels, and today makes dispositions to
mark 15-years of the basis. Therefore it is expedient to connect
IESCR to implementation of consultation of realization of the similar
shares on preservation of a cultural heritage. Are sure, that the
experts IESCR with pleasure will participate in activity of any state
frames of countries of Europe, since well perceive importance of
concrete steps on preservation of cultural variety of our
CIVILIZATION.
Actually preservation and development of cultures is the most severe
answer of intellectual - spiritual elite of the national states to all
terrorists and their accomplices. Intelligently advanced, the moral
person never will commit of act of terrorism especially depriving the
people of life. In active(actively) creation human communities there
is no place of inhumanity, animal envy and wrath.
Therefore CULTURES of a WORLD, eventually, will conquer of
terrorism., behind them final victory above non-spiritual and
criminality in our CIVILIZATION.

Vasiljev, Valery Alexandrovich, Chairman of Civil International
Committee (CIC), President - chairman of the Azov Department of
Academy of economic sciences and enterprise activity, academician of
Academy of economic sciences of Ukraine, academician of Academy
of economic sciences and enterprise activity of Russia, academician of
the New York Academy of sciences, member of Society "«Heritage" of
1817 of the New York Academy of sciences, doctor of commerce
AES&E of Russia, can.econ.scies, high scies empl.
Vasiljev, Alexander
International Committee

Valerjevich, Vice-chairman of
CIC),
Vice-chairman of the

Civil
Azov

Department of AES&E, Honorary member of Academy of economic
sciences and enterprise activity of Russia, academician of the New
York Academy of sciences, member of Society "«Heritage" of 1817 of
the New York Academy of sciences, Dr.econ.scies, high scies. empl.,
can. techn. scies.
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To group of Headquarters
MOTIONS WORLD-WIDE
KIND WILL
On the letter from 29.12.2003.
The reference to the chiefs of business and public
organizations.
/fulfilment of the solutions of the First scientific - practical
conference of the teachers and students of the Mariupol branch
of Inter-regional Academy of Management of Staff « the Law of
PRESERVATION
of
a
LABOUR
is
the
methodical
basis(fundamentals) of the future successes of firms of Ukraine,
Russia and Poland » (May 29-30, 2003), dedicated Memory of
the President of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise
activity, professor Vadim Nikitovich Kirichenko, professor of the
Russian Academy of a public service at the President of Russian
Federation Victor George Lebedev and President of a Polish
Academy of sciences, professor Mirislav Mossakovsky, and also
solutions of a scientific - theoretical seminar « the Azov Locale on a fracture of technologies » (February 27, 2003), dedicated
Memory,deputy director of Institute of economical and legal
researches NAS of Ukraine, academician of Academy of
economic sciences of Ukraine, professor Valentin Victorovich
Finagin; the guidelines of Committee on foreign business
Supreme Rads of Ukraine from May 14, 2003. (Behind № 0614/12-338), Ministry of the Finance of Republic of Kazakhstan
from 2.10.2002 (for № DDK -1-1/12055), Ministry of Economics
of Advice of the Ministers of Independent(autonomous) Republic
of Crimea from 9.09.2003. (for № 3013/040-1.1), International
scientific conferences « Problems of economic integration of
Ukraine in European Union », which one organized the Ternopol
academy of national economy (Ukraine) and University by name
I.-V.Gete Frankfurt -on-Man (Germanium) with 1996-2002 in
one Yalta - Foros, according to the Act(certificate) about usage
of outcomes of research works from 17.06.2003 (for № 12617/491), International technological conference « Engineering
in agrorural technjlogyе in the long term integrations of Poland
with European Union » (7-8.03.2001, IBMER) in Kelce (Poland),
International scientific conferences « Eastern Europe in light of
integration and globalization » (October 19-20 2000-200.,
Warsaw University) in Warsaw, and also solutions of Presidiums
of the Azov Department of AES&E and management of Institute
of economical and socio-culrural researches for period since
1999 for 2004 /

PREAMBLE
On International Forums and in fissile peace-making
activity of the United Nations with consequences of a
globalization of a world(global) economic system, take one their
main places at discussion practically of all vital problems
exciting world community.
Yes, the world became unified, but not all administrative
elites of the national states agree with that place, which one by
him and their peoples were allocated(removed) by a history in
the future changes of our CIVILIZATION. It is necessary to pay
for all and for conjuncture of the fathers the descendants pay. It
is necessary anything positive to do(make) during decades and
to plan(glide) to use support of an international public at the
expense of the next world outlook or information phantom.
The world has managed(consulted) with pseudorevolutionary destroying of a credit and financial system per 20
years of the XX-th century and will manage agony of shadow
and terrorist frames in ХХ1 century. Today according to the
experts of the United Nations the shadow frames manage to
conduct of operations on the sum not superior of 1-st billion of
dollars. It is less than 4 % of operations of open economics (33
billion dollars). If a not holding globalization of a world(global)
economic system, effect and the force of shadow frames would
be much more and the stagnation of intelligently - spiritual
growth(increase) of mankind would be foregone.
However, the world community could overcome all severe
negative effects of the supporters of stagnation and moral
degradation. The liberty of conscience today practically became
property of all mankind. Therefore of optimism bears even
there, where this mood should not appear some more decades
on an intention of the no-realized dictators and leaders. The
rate of positive changes steadily rises. Many unexpectedly for
themselves see powerlessness of instigatings and terror, which
one simple and not heroic warehouse(storage) the people
suddenly cease to be afraid, exhibiting high samples of a civic
courage and human advantage.
This deeply human scorn for immorality is one more
component of the base of growth(increase) of SOLIDARITY of
the peoples of the Earth in tendency to ADVANCE and
HAPPINESS. Thousand missionarys, spiritual teachers, righteous
men and men of faith built up during centuries that moral base,
on which one all our successes in knowledge and perfecting are
based.
Apparently, that the ex-potential growth(increase) of
SOLIDARITY of mankind was prepared by a transactions of tens
generations honest « of the citizens of a world » (with 1949 in
Paris International registration of the citizens of a world works
for installation of international institutes, letting out even the
special visiting cards; the information a Lucis Trust, Inform.
Unit. №1/2000), pulled out of their circle of daily occurrence to
creation of the FUTURE. Always it was not simple, specially,
when there was a realization of the responsibility before the
descendants, for left heritage, when in a full voice started to
speak with them their CONSCIENCE.
Sometimes it is necessary to watch (we hope, that with
each year it will make all more difficultly and more difficultly) how much efforts should be expended, frequently, dominating
frames to muffle a voice of CONSCIENCE for this or that person.
To cause(urge) completely to become silent does not receive
any more, and to muffle while it is possible, but it only while.
What powerful moral fundamentalses are gobed up in each
person! As it is heavy to destroy them!
Therefore all concrete shares and practical proposals,
which one can render positive effect on life and Labour of the
people the attentions merit. From them it is impossible to turn
away neither business, nor public. The world should be colour

away neither business, nor public. The world should be colour
and much-fases. Ideas and proposals should be much and they
owe awake up chain reaction of the initiative of thousand chiefs
and creative workers (intellgences).
Therefore we carry out on Your Court a series of the
guidelines and initiatives, which one were published by us in
printing and are discussed on scientific conferences. We are
sincerely grateful for cordiality and interest exhibited to our
minings, from the party: The professors Sorbone Michel
Audousset (Paris), Former Congressman of USA Bill Green,
professor of University of a Trento Bruno Dallago (Italy),
President of a Piotr’s Academy of sciences and arts, professor
Leonid Majboroda (St.-Petersburg), President of the Crimean
Academy of sciences, professor Valentin Rusiaev (Crimea),
Chief of a Division of European Parliament Gullen Zanon
(Strasbourg), Chief of Department of European Commission
Giorgio Bonacci (Bruxelles), Chief of a Division of European
Commission Luis Moreno (Luxembourg), Director of Institute of
the Right NAS of Ukraine, professor Uriy Shemshuchenko
(Kiev), Chief of the Program Tacis Valerie Braeken (Bruxelles),
Director of Department of the Ministry of an agriculture of
Poland, doctor - engineer Anatol Kalishiewicz (Warsaw),
professor UPMF Ivan Samson (Paris), Chief of Department of
science of Embassy Germanium Claus Brummer (Kiev), doctor engineer Jozef Niemchuk (Poland), The chief of scientific
department of the Taganrog Institute of control and economics,
cand. scies. Boris Dolgopyatov (Russia), professor Jeffrey W.
Steagall Quilted (USA), professor RAGS of Nickolai Volgin
(Russia), professor Jan Toshenko (Russia), Director of Institute
of Economics, professor Andjey Kowalski (Warsaw), professor of
Zaporozhye University Ludmila Malenko (Ukraine), professor of
Institute of Economics of Augustyn Wosh (Poland), professor of
the Taganrog radio University Victor Kadachigov (Russia), chief
Branch of the Taganrog Institute of Management and economics
Tanjana Mordovceva (Russia), professor Fedot Tumusov
(Yakutia), manager by stand of economics of the Odessa
University Leonid Dolenko (Ukraine), doctor Tomas Pol Mondesir
(Cuba), professor RAGS Valery Kushlin (Russia), Vice-rector
RAGS, professor Vyacheslav Plaksy (Russia), Director of
Institute of comparative sociological researches Larand Szalay
(USA), professor of University Lumjer Laurent Guihery (Lyon,
France), President - rector RAGS, professors Vladimir Egorov
(Russia), vice-president of department of a Piotr’s Academy of
sciences and arts, professor George Shukin (St.-Petersburg),
Vice-president of a Piotr’s Academy of sciences and arts,
professor Alexander Subbeto (St.-Petersburg), Vice-chief of
Branch of RAGS, professor Anatoly Spicyn (Russia), professor
Janusz Siatkowski (Poland), professor Danuta KolosunKraevskaya (Poland), academician of Academy of economic
sciences of Ukraine Eduard Reyzvig (Kirovograd, Ukraine), Vicerector of the Ternopol Academy of national economy, professor
Evgeniush Savelev (Ternopol, Ukraine), Doyen of the Volynsk
State University, professor of Peter Lucishun (Lusk, Ukraine),
Doyen of the Kirovograd institute, professor Leonid Filshteyn
(Kirovograd, Ukraine), Vice-rector Berdyansk teach-University,
senior lecturer Alexander Hristianinov (Ukraine), President of
Academy of economic sciences of Ukraine, professor of Nickolai
Chumachenko (Kiev), professors Lesly Kish (USA), professor
Wilburg Jimenes-Castro (Costa Rica), doctor of the Stefan
Miedzinski (Poland), Second Secretary of Embassy of USA Bruse
Hudspeth (Kiev), doctor - engineer of Andrew Mychko (Poznan,
Poland), Director IBMER, doctor - engineer Alexander Sheptycki
(Warsaw), Vice-director IBMER, professor Ksushtof Vejbicky
(Warsaw), professor of Institute a PAN Marina Verushevskaya
(Warsaw), professor of Institute a PAN Vladimir Dzun (Warsaw),
professor of the Warsaw University Michal Dobroczynski
(Poland), Doctor Ernesto Garcia (Spain), Professor, dr Miroslav
Demic (Serbia), Professor, dr Goutam Dutta (Indium), Writer pilot Clayton Devic (USA) and many experts participating in

pilot Clayton Devic (USA) and many experts participating in
discussion of the initiatives. The special thanks we express to
the cognates of the people, which one already no with us, but
them we never shall forget for their steep and interested
attitude(relation) to our researches and ideas. Namely,
cognates and close: Larisa Mihaylovna Guly, first accountant
IESCR; Peter Semenovich Golik, member of the first academic
scientific advice of Mariupol; Igor Karimovich Karimov, one of
the pioneers of creation of the academic division in Mariupol;
Anatoly Vasiljevich Shtepa, vice-president of the Azov
Department of AES&E; Miroslav Mossakovski, President of a
Polish Academy of sciences; Vadim Nikitovich Kirichenko,
President of AES&E of Russia and AES&E; Victor Georgievich
Lebedev, professor RAGS and scientific adviser of the scientists
- economists of Mariupol.

THE REGISTRY of IDEAS And INITIATIVES
It is necessary to put the LARGE PURPOSES
Presentation we shall begin from the all-European level
and step-by-step we shall reach in concretization branches and
firms. We pay attention, that all minings are oriented
predominantly on Europe, since the researches were conducted
on firms of Central Europe (Ukraine, Poland, States PriBaltika,
Russian Federation). However, some ideas will affect Republic of
Kazakhstan, Georgia and Latin American countries (by results of
the comparative analysis). We also accept responsibility for a
number(series) of the proposals of all metodological character,
which one are the basis of the initiatives for discussion in
establishments of the United Nations.

AT the ALL-EUROPEAN

LEVEL

Realizing, that the main(basic) source of development of
our CIVILIZATION is the composite interaction existing of
different – level’s cultures and cultural phenomena, for
activation of processes of preservat ion of cultures of Europe is
considered(counted) expedient to act with the following
initiatives:
1.

To

2.

To

appeal for(ask) Parliament of European Union to
permit to conduct elections of the deputies in European
Palament from the population most original and ethnicsocio-cultural locales follow-up to an established quota.
// In the monography « Substantive provisions and
substantiation of the NEW APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001)
was offered only in locales « of Poland and Ukraine ».
appeal for(ask) Advice of Europe to permit to
participate in meetings to a full representative mains or
main(basic) of ethnic-socio-cultural locale of the states
of the members of European Union (for example, on one
from bascov of Spain, from provansalers of France etc.),
and also mains or main(basic) of ethnic-socio-cultural
locale of
Rechipospolitoy-Poland and Ukraine (for
example, on one from Rusinov of Poland, from the
tartar of Crimea, from the Greeks of PriAzov, from the

tartar of Crimea, from the Greeks of PriAzov, from the
Armenians of PriAzov, from bulgar of PriAzov and from
the Cossacks of PriAzov). // In the monography «
Substantive provisions and substantiation of the NEW
APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001) was offered only from
locales of Poland and Ukraine.

To

3.

offer Commissions of European Union to create

workgroup from representatives of all states of Europe
with the purpose of mining « of the Minutes (Protocol)
on preservation of cultural variety » (by analogy with
the minutes on "«Preservation of species"), since even
the first steps on an implementation of a program « the
Red book of cultures of Europe » and search of sources
of its financing (first 70 dollars were enumerated by the
professor of the Warsaw University 29.12.2000г., which
one have received in Mariupol 5.01.2001г,) have shown
necessity of such Protocol. // Is asked to acquaint with
a material “ Textes of Web Page in English ” in
DOCUMENTATION'S
on
Web-Page
“
CIVIL
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE » www.CIC-WSC.org .
4.


To give financial gift for fulfilment by the experts of
Institute of economical and socio-cultural researches
(IESCR) of alternate calculations of balanced budgets
for countries of European Union on the basis of
introduction to a taxable potential of a national wealth
of the states and installation of the differentiated tax
rates depending on a yield rate of a labour and bond
yield of the members of monogynopaediums. The
package(packet) of several versions of alternate
calculations will allow to develop normative base,
appropriate to modern realities, for branches which are
generatrix the budgets, and for implementation of
actual steps on conditioning for steady development at
a regional level at the expense of essential increase of
the investments. And it also will give the
basis(fundamentals) for a subject controversy of groups
of the scientific advisers of Commission of European
Union. // We ask to acquaint with a material Document
15 in DOCUMENTATION'S on Web-Page “ CIVIL
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE » www.CIC-WSC.org and
with the article « To european integration by creation of
the sufficient budgets (Memory of the Outstanding
Economist of America and Russia, Winner of the Nobel
Premium of Wasil Wasilewich Leontjf) » /in book «
Eastern Europe before a face of integration and
globalization ». - Warsaw, University, 2001. - pp.155166.

5.

For

a partial solution of a problem of seizure in
agricultural regions it is expedient to discuss in
Commission European Union a capability of creation
macro-technology of space safety of the Earth. « Of
Space waste » has collected on an earth orbit so many
that in 1999 International Astronomical Union and
COSPAR have organized on the subject of « Safety of an
astronomical palate » a workshop. So, that it is
necessary already us to look at stars, and the particular
on «acts of our arms(hand) » are more valid, it to
prevent losses and not only loss. You see each
inhabitant of the Earth of time per one week is
endangered «to "meet" on ground such dropping
"«pieces", according to statistics. As you can see, "the
«abstract" hazard already became a reality. // In the
monography
«
Substantive
provisions
and
substantiation of the NEW APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001)

substantiation of the NEW APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001)
see section 5.6. « the Sixth step – macro-technology for
all » (p. 97).
6.

To

discuss in Commission European Union a capability of
optimization of quantity of man-made objects in a near
space, that, probably, owes will be by a subject of
international occurrings and Minutes offered to world
community for signing on behalf of the United Nations.
For Europe with much people it becomes true by a
problem as soon as possible. // In the monography
«Substantive provisions and substantiation of the NEW
APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001) see section 5.6. « the
Sixth step – macro-technology for all » (p. 98).

7.

To discuss in Commission Eropean Union of a perspective
of implementation of the marketing-educational
european program «Your Position », in which one it is
desirable, that all farmer population and all elderly
population of Europe has shared. All-European INTRNET
allows on definite time and date to receive legible
performance about judgement of the people on this or
that problem and even to receive by the whole
packages(packets) of the proposal, awaking interest in
those or diverse layers of the population. But main INTERNET-PROGRAM
«Your
Position»
will
allow
effectively to use an intellectual (intelligent) potential of
Persons of elderly age, and for this purpose it is
necessary even to provide listing of the main problems
on printers of the participants of the project by a font
14-16, that not tired of the participants reading from a
screen of the screen monitor (much from them will be
for 60 years and it is necessary for taking into account).
It is necessary to provide a floppy system of moral and
material incentives which are taking into account
mentality and age of the participants. Apart we shall
underline, that the information units and interactive
exchange of opinions are necessary for constructing so
that to render positive orientating effect. // In the
monography
«
Substantive
provisions
and
substantiation of the NEW APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001)
the similar program was offered for the farmers of
Poland (pp.85-90).

The note: Let in the beginning will be one or two deputies,
but the process of realization in practice in conditions of the
solution of concrete problems of development of European
Union of actual propulsions of democratic development in ХХ1
century will begin. And let in 2004 the project « of the
Minutes(Protocol) on preservation of cultural variety » will be
discussed only, but the actual value of all complex of activities
and programs on preservation of all cultural phenomena will be
realized by absolute majority of the chiefs of all levels and much
will manage be to be salvaged and to be kept for the future
generations.
ON CENTRAL EUROPEAN LEVEL

ON CENTRAL EUROPEAN LEVEL
8.

With the purpose of implementation of a system effective
of social – status’s inducing of the experts of top skills
in Poland, Ukraine and Lithuania to create new public
frame a Azov-Baltic Academy of sciences and arts,
having placed its secretariat& in Gdansk. This frame
grows from organizational frame of Club of the
members of the New York Academy of Sciences in
Central Europe (The CENTRAL EUROPEAN INITIATIVE
«SPRING "- 2000") and pioneer of its creation is the
Azov (Ukrainian) Department of Academy of economic
sciences and enterprise activity. // In the article « The
CENTRAL EUROPEAN INITIATIVE « SPRING - 2000 ». Mariupol, Report № 7 of Azov Department of AES&E,
2000. - сс.3-14; and in the monography « Substantive
provisions and substantiation of the NEW APPROACH »
(Warsaw, 2001) see section « Problems of systems of
inducing for an agriculture » (pp.67-75).

9.

To

appeal for(ask) European Parliament to supported,
prepared by Urban Duma of Taganrog and Taganrog
State
Literary
Historical-archeological
Museumreservation organized « the Reference in UNESCO »
about the recognition of a Tana-Rog (Hupache) by one
of most ancient cities of Europe (of 2700), which one
was based as urban colony Mileta. And the urban life, in
which one was revived after returning of the native born
urban Greek population in 1780 under spiritual
leadership of the Sacred Ignatius, Metropolitan Gotey
and Cafa. Even 40 -minute expeditions(dispatches) on
coast in center of Taganrog has allowed to find seven
pieces
Greek
Amphor.
//
Materials
of
Expedition(dispatch) № 1 students TIM&E and
employees of a museum from 29.04.2002 in the Report
№ 9 of Azov Department of AES&E (Mariupol, 2002). pp .47-56; and in the article « a Forgot card: than
Taganrog are much older official version » in newspaper
of TIM&E "«Almamer" №4 (25) 2002. – p. 2.

10.

To

11.

To

appeal for(ask) European Parliament to supported,
prepared by Urban Advice of the People's Deputies of
Mariupol and Mariupol Local lore Museum organized «
the Reference in UNESCO » about the recognition of
Mariupol, Old Kremnes, one of most ancient cities of
Europe (2700), which one was based as urban colony
Mileta. And the urban life, in which one was revived
after returning of the native born urban Greek
population in 1777-80 under spiritual leadership of the
Sacred Ignatius, Metropolitan Gotey and Cafa. // In the
newspaper of TIM&E "«Almamer" №№ 2-3, 2002; in the
monography « a Transactions of millenaries » (Mariupol,
1998) is present in the Library of a Congress of USA;
and in the article « Mariupol - Kremnes - new date and
new ideas » in the Report № 1 Azov Department of
AES&E (Mariupol, 1999). -pp.61-63 (it is present in the
Library of a Congress of USA).
the ministries of an agriculture together with branch
institutes
of
central
european
countries
to
execute(come true) mining of a comprehensive
programme on development in Central Europe « of
Companies of shared use of agricultural machines » on
period
till
2010.
The
program
will
promote
intellectualization of a labour in agro-handicraft ethnic-

intellectualization of a labour in agro-handicraft ethnicsocial layers of central european countries (Poland,
Ukraine, Belorussia, Russian Federation, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Serbia etc.). By the way, it is necessary to us
in Ukraine to recollect period from 1917 g up to 1930,
when in 1926 third farmers itself has come to practice
of shared use of permanent assets at processing of
ground (!). // In the report « Shared use of machines unique direction of reforms in an agriculture of countries
of Eastern Europe » (Kelce, 2001); And in the
monography
«
Substantive
provisions
and
substantiation of the NEW APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001)
in the chapter 6 "«From" abnormal » businesses and
myth about Power of the property to reallocation of the
responsibility » (pp.102-116).
12.

In composite period of implementation of the integration
programs in Central Europe it is necessary to not lose a
ethnic-socio-cultural potential of a agriculturalhandicraft layer in the independent european states.
There is a unique actual path - mining and
implementation
of
special
purpose-oriented
programmes. We offered such program for Poland in
2001, that has found support in Institutes of a Polish
Academy of sciences, and a rod of an implementation of
a program should become creative groups of the
professors, teachers, teachers and businessmen fixed
behind each agricultural region. Thus it will be possible
to overcome a phase of destruction and "«immorality" in
conditions present of ethnic-socio-cultural cycle not only
in Poland, but also in Ukraine, Slovakia and other states
with vast agrarian sector. // In the monography «
Substantive provisions and substantiation of the NEW
APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001) in section 5.5 « the Fifth
step – ethnic-socio-cultural «reneval» (pp.94-96).

13.

It

is concrete for Poland have offered following main
additions(appendices)
to
«to
the
Pact
about
development of an agriculture and agricultural regions
»:
1. To supply(ensure) by 2010 at the expense of means
of the program SAPARD financing of an ecological
agriculture on 2500 farms;
2. To pay the special attention to financing of
researches and production a vegetative squirrel
(tendency
of
the
global
market),
organizing
international
cooperation
(Ukraine,
Byelorussia,
Slovakia, USA etc.);
3. Emergency to conduct researches about capabilities
of the expanded production flax, hemp, specially, in
facilities(economy) up to 7 ga. Having studied all
possible(probable) development trends of these
productions;
4. To put into production a pilot batch of plants on biofuel, using a scientific potential of Institute of a
biotechnology of a food-processing industry and IBMER,
having
studied
the
programs
of
appropriate
technological and raw maintenance at the expense of
financing under the program SAPARD (reallocation
isolated of means);
5. To initiate with implementation of concrete measures
on
creation
of
alternate
power
sources
in
facilities(economy) up to 15 ga.;
6. To put as primary goal before administrations of
agricultural regions a decrease of contamination of
drains on 50 % by 2010 (mining IBMER etc.);
7. To create at the expense of means of the

7. To create at the expense of means of the
international help the all-Poland of farmer’s INTERNET NETWORK, having enveloped it practically all 2 million.
Facilities(economy).
//
In
the
monography
«
Substantive provisions and substantiation of the NEW
APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001) see « instead of an
epilogue » (pp.143-148).
14.

To

execute(come true) presentation on international
economic Forums (in Davos) and in working Committees
of Commission of European Union the control circuit
complex IER "«Crimea" and «subjects "(component it),
and as an information material to present a
package(packet) of the legislative documents regulating
creation, control and development of an infrastructure
IEER «Sivash". The authors consider(count), that the
system of flecsibil’s interaction, both with bodies of
state power and control, and with the subjects of
enterprise activity, allows adequately to react(respond)
to changes in market environment. // the Certificate on
state registration for № 947 from 5.02.98г. «the
Programs
of
re-structuring
of
economics
of
Independent(autonomous) Republic with allowance for
world economy of processes by a complex(integrated)
branch
and
territorial
zoning
»;
SHEET
RECOMMENDATION in Committee under the State
Premiums of Ukraine in the field of science and
engineering on cycle of activities on a subject « the
Main theoretical and methodological problems of
overcoming of system crises» (Gov. reg. № 47). Crimea-Mariupol-Lysk, 1999;

15.

To

16.

To

distribute in working Committees of Commission of
European Union as an information material a
package(packet) of the legislative documents regulating
creation, control and development of a Volynsk-Sociatyterritorial complex (projects « Pure Bug », IER
"«Svityaz", IER "«Novovolynsk", Interport «Kovel"). //
Euro Region «BUG": foreign trade activities of a
Volynsk-Sociaty-territorial complex. - Lusk, VGU, 1998г.
(208 p.); a SHEET -Recommendation in Committee
under the State Premiums of Ukraine in the field of
science and engineering on cycle of activities on a
subject « the Main Theoretical and methodological
problems of overcoming of system crises » (Gov.reg. №
47). - Crimea - Mariupol-Lusk, 1999;
distribute in working Committees of Commission of
European Union as an information material a
package(packet) about creation of between frontiers of
territorial-production association « the Azov Region
(Euro-region)» with the appendix of the report «
Development of scientific directions of the Academic
Mariupol school (report to general meeting of
Department of economics NAS of Ukraine) » (Mariupol,
1997). To pay the special attention, that many in
Francium and in Germanium "«drave" to European
Union on rails « of Russian Providans» (Chairmen Mr
Darcy abandoned Mariupol by last in 1920 with the
documentation). // In the article « Azov Euro-region is a
step in actual structural modification of economics of
Ukraine » (Yalta - Форос, 1998); a SHEET Recommendation in Committee under the State
Premiums of Ukraine in the field of science and
engineering on cycle of activities on a subject « the
Main Theoretical and methodological problems of

Main Theoretical and methodological problems of
overcoming of system crises » (Gov.reg. № 47). Crimea - Mariupol-Lusk, 1999;
17.

To

distribute as an information material for the deputies
of European Parliament of the substantiation of scientific
directions « Effect of Greek-meoty culture on the
civilization’s processes in the states of Western and
Eastern Europe » and «Historical and cultural sources of
social
and
economic
development
PriAzov
(retrospective analysis of effect of tatar’s cultures) ». //
In the Report № 5 of Azov Department of AES&E, 2000
look page 29-47; in the Report №3 of Azov Department
of AES&E, 1999 see page 29-55; and in preprint of the
report « TRADITIONS of MILLENARIES: From the
Athenian Academy to the Academic scientific advice of
Mariupol - Kremnes (activation from 1470 of search of
paths of intelligently - spiritual growth(increase) by the
descendants of Greek on ashore of Ancient Pont) »
(Mariupol - Kremnes, 1999, page 19-56), which one is
in funds of the Library of a Congress of USA.

18.

To

19.

For

20.

To appeal for(ask) Supreme Advices (Rads, Duma) states

recommend to Committees on education and culture
in the european states to execute mandatory teaching
of dialects, as the minimum up to the fourth class of a
comprehensive school (outcomes conducted in PriAzov
of researches can confidently be distributed to all
countries of Europe), organizing then courses, which
one to enter and in higher educational establishments.
// In the article « Forgot reneval» in the Report № 5 of
Azov Department of AES&E, 2000.- pp.18-28; in section
« From shores Ancient Pont – the Mariupol’s Greek
company supports fundamental science » (engl.) in the
Report № 7 of Azov Department of AES&E, 2000.pp.41-46.
preservation of historical MEMORY about a famous
history of Cossacks to prolong creation of a Historical
and cultural complex «Farm “Catholic » (in 25 kms.
from Mariupol). Resting on support First Getman
Ukrainian Cossacks Vyacheslav Maximovich Chernjvil on
a World-wide Forum Ukrainians (1997) and on the
solutions of international conferences to recommend the
following text on the Memorable Sign « to the
COSSACKS and to the OFFICERS-«the ATAMEN» a
TROOPS AZOV (1828-1866) from THANKFULL and
INDEPENDENT UKRAINE. The descendants never will
forget of YOUR EXPLOIT! » //In section «To the
COSSACKS and OFFICERS- «the ATAMEN" a TROOPS
AZOV (1828-1866) from THANKFULL and INDEPENDENT
UKRAINE. » In the Report № 7 of Azov Department of
AES&E, 2000.- pp.37-40; the solution of the
Topolinsky’s agricultural advice from 20.04.2000
( № ХХ111-13/73) about granting of the sanction on
selection of ground for creation of a Historical and
cultural complex «Farm “Catholic », supported by Most
Great Army by the Don, Rostov-on-Don (Agreement №4
from 29.03.2002., Signed Vice-chairman Regional
Administration, Army Ataman V.P. Vodolacky).

of Eastern Europe to consider a capability of financing at
a state level of the program « MINING of the
MAIN(BASIC) METHODOLOGICAL And METHODICAL
RULES of an OUTPUT(EXIT) of UKRAINE And STATES of

RULES of an OUTPUT(EXIT) of UKRAINE And STATES of
EASTERN
EUROPE
FROM
SYSTEM
CRISIS»,
executing(designing) the guidelines of Maximum
economic advice of Independent(autonomous) Republic
of Crimea from 17.11.1997 (Minutes № 42). // the
SUMMARY on cycle of activities on a subject «the Main
theoretical and methodological problems of overcoming
of system crises » (Gog. reg. № 47), Ukraine, put
forward on The state Premium, of 1999 - Crimea Marupol-Lusk, 1999.
21.

In

connection with ratification by Supreme Advice of
Ukraine of the Kiot’s Minutes to offer the deputies
Supreme Rads of Ukraine to acquaint with outcomes of
ecxology-social simulation in PriAzov (period since 1958
for 1990), so-called by transformation of the
approaches of group of Meadows to PriAzov. It will allow
to see, that the Sociaty «on manual handling » and in
full relation to scheduling of this or that power
structures with a large difficult transactions can
execute(design) Protocol. // In the monography «
substantive Provisions and substantiation of the NEW
APPROACH » (Warsaw, 2001) in section 7.1. « of
Destiny of a World - eyes of the writers of models and
books «Boundaries of Growth» (Meadows, Dennis H.,
Donella
L.
Meadows,
Jyrgen
Randers,
William
W.Behrens, 1972) and « New Boundaries of Growth»
(Meadows, Donella, Dennis Meadows, Jyrgen Randers,
1992) » (pp.120-142).

The note: we do not carry out on discussion the initiative
of realization of Sovetkin-Taylor Readings (Heritage D. Sovetkin
and F. Taylor), realization of theoretical and methodological
seminar of MEMORY of Vice-director of Institute of экономикоlegal researches NAS of Ukraine, academician of Academy of
economic sciences of Ukraine Valentin Victorovich Finagin «the
Azov Region - on a fracture of technologies » and the scientific
- practical conferences of MEMORY of the professor RAGS Victor
George Lebedev, President AES&E, professor Vadim Nikitivich
Kirichenko and President of a Polish Academy of sciences
Miroslaw Mossakowsky, since these international measures
already were held in 2003 and it is necessary only to support of
the pioneers, and it already completely lies on CONSCIENCE of
a managers of Inter-regional Academy of Management of Staff,
NAS of Ukraine and AES&E.
AT a LEVEL of FIRMS And ORGANIZATIONS
We would not justify the scientific activity in industrially
an industrial centre of Eastern Europe –Mariupol, Old Kremnes,
if have not the registry of perspective new technical
INITIATIVES for firms of industrial branches, which one were
developed by us since 1977.
22.

Is

offered special high corbon’s and chrome’s materials
300X30MFD (Auth. Cert.
№ 722347), 300Х30MFDU
(Auth. Cert.. № 722348), 300Х30MFDUCH (Auth. Cert.
№ 797155) for the tool of manipulators of robots
removing fuel containing weights on 1У the Unit
Chernobl’s AES. Outcomes of researches on stand of
physics of PriAzov’s University on a subject with Ministry
of USSR «Research both intrusion of the cast tool and
parts of the metallurgical equipment from completely
alloyed materials » (agreement № 22/03). // In the
monography « Cast high-chromium materials for the

monography « Cast high-chromium materials for the
tool » (Mariupol, IESCR, 1993); in the article «Wearand-tear and heat-and-tear of the carbon’s and
chrome’s ALLOYS » (УДК.621.78:535.211) /in book.
MIS&S, Moscow, 1991. - pp.115-121.
23.

For firms of metallurgy and machine plants is offered by
production of large castings some designs of internal
chills. The designs have passed experimental check and
their effect on process of a crystallization of metal and
transfer’s mass is studied on models. // Auth. Cert. №
706191; Auth. Cert. № 761136; in the monography «
Cast high-chromium materials for the tool » (Mariupol,
IESCR, 1993). - pp.91-117.

24.

For firms of metallurgy and machine plants is offered by
production

of

accountable

castings

to

execute

general(common) and local alloying of metal in the form
by special designs of internal chills and fluxed inserts in
feed systems. The designs have passed experimental
check, and effect on transfer’s mass is studied on
models. // In « the quick Reference of a foundry hand »
(Donetsk, 1983) on page 102-104; in the monography
« Cast high-chromium materials for the tool »
(Mariupol, IESCR, 1993). - pp.117-121.
25.

Is

26.

The

27.

For

28.

offered for firms of metallurgy and machine plants
designed technologies of a casting of large parts from of
comlex alloying alloys. There is a unique experience of
a casting of such parts under production conditions in
weight up to two tons. // Auth. Cert. № 808199; in the
monography « Cast high-chromium materials for the
tool » (Mariupol, IESCR, 1993). - pp.88-105.
methodical approach of obtaining of comlex alloyed
materials with previously given properties is offered for
usage. The technique wastes on high-carbon’s materials
(a series of the copyright certificates on designed alloys
is obtained) and is protected at a level of a candidate
design in 1982 (HAC USSR). // in the monography «
Cast high-chromium materials for the tool » (Mariupol,
IESCR, 1993). - pp.33-87.
industrial and scientific laboratories a series of
techniques of accelerated definition of the physicalmechanical characteristics of materials is offered, which
one have passed experimental check and have shown
safety. // In « the quick Reference of a foundry hand »
(Donetsk, 1983) on page 7-19, 61-62; in the article
«Wear-and-tear and heat-and-tear of the carbon’s and
chrome’s ALLOYS » (УДК.621.78:535.211) /in book.
MIS&S, Moscow, 1991. - pp.115-121.

For mechanical engineering firms the design and material
of an insert of a combined title block of hot-working of
materials is offered. Are available experimental facts. //
In « the quick Reference of a foundry hand » (Donetsk,
1983) on page 135-137.

29.

For model’s segments of plant

and department of plants
the design of units of model complete sets is developed
and intrusion, that increases productivity(output) of

and intrusion, that increases productivity(output) of
division in some times. There are outcomes of an
intrusion in industry. // In « the quick Reference of a
foundry hand » (Donetsk, 1983) on page 54-61.

For all firms of an industry is offered intrusion normative

30.

base for implementation of cost-accounting relations,,
the retrieved relations are most powerful for the
engineer by the proof of availability of the Law of
PRESERVATION of a LABOUR. // In the monography «
Labour fundamentalses of a methodology of pricing
(methodical minings for an industry) » (Moscow Mariupol, 1992); in the Report №1 of Azov Department
of AES&E, 1999.- pp.70-74.
The note: we do not carry out for discussion of a problem
of creation of stand of biotechnology in PriAzo’s State technical
University (for the first time problem was put in 1987. By the
Mariupol division of SRILabour GovLabour of USSR), since the
times «zgezgelenkovshina" have passed also new rector PGTU,
academician, the professor Vyacheslav Stepanovich Voloshyn
already has accepted a positive solution in 2003.
AT a LEVEL of WORLD (GLOBAL) SOCIATY
Just, such scope of a problematics has allowed us,
eventually, to leave on a level of the methodological initiatives
distributed for limits of Europe.

31.

32.

To pay attention a public the Latin American States to
expediency to return to consideration of idea about
creation of the Latin American Association of social
integration (LAASI), which one was discussed under our
initiative in 1997 on У1 a Congress of Association of the
economists of countries of Latin America and Caribbean
Basin and 10-m congress of the professional scientific
economists of countries of Central America and
Caribbean Basin in Habana. LAASI at the expense of
formation of a supranational ethnic-social administrative
layer on the Latin American continent should intensify
integration process. // a Sheet - Rercommendation in
Committee under the State Premiums of Ukraine in the
field of science and engineering on cycle of activities on
a subject « the Main theoretical and methodological
problems of overcoming of system crises » (Gov. Reg.
№ 47). - Creame-Mariupol-Lusk, 1999; In preprint of
the report «We should recognize that us integrates»
(fulfilment of the guidelines У1 of Congress of
Association of the economists of countries of Latin
America and Caribbean Basin and 10-th Congress of the
professional scientific economists of Central America
and Caribbean Basin).- Mariupol (Old Kremnes), IESCR,
1999. - pp.7-18, 30-37, 73-78.


To offer to the professors of carrying on Universities of
Europe, America, Japan, Indium, China and Australia to
use
in
practice
of
teaching
modern
intellectual(intelligent)
achievement
of
economic
thought - Law of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR and Law
NO-DESTROY intelligently - spiritual of LABOUR. The
economic science is obliged to these achievements of
activity of international public organizations: the New
York Academy of Sciences, Publishing House «Who is
Who»
(USA),
American
Biographic
Institute,

Who»
(USA),
American
Biographic
Institute,
International
Biographic
Center
of
Cambridge,
International Biographic Association BC of Cambridge. //
In Publishing House «Who is Who in America» and To
Board of Advisors: Mr. Mindy Aloff, Freelance Writer;
Mr. William C. Anderson, Executive Director American
Academy of Environmental Engineers; Mr. Steven C.
Beering, President Emeritus Pudue Unuversity; Mr.
Willard L. Boyd, President Emeritus Field Museum of
Natural History; Dr. Thomas C. Dolan, President and
CEO American College of Healthcare Executives; Mr.
Charles C.Eldredge, Hall Distinguished Professor
of
American Art University of Kansas; Ms. Barbara Haskell,
Curator Whitney Museum of America Art; Mr. Thomas R.
Horton, Former Chairman American Management
Association;
Mr.
Jill
Krementz,
Author
and
Photographer; Mr.Charles F. Larson, President Industrial
Research Institute, Inc.; Mr. Andrew Leckey, Syndicated
Investment Columnist The Chicago Tribune; Mr. Judith
P.Lotas, Founding Partner Lotas Minard Patton McIver,
Inc.; Mr. Martin E Marty, Professor Emeriyus University
of Chicago Divinity School; Mr. Robert G.McKinnel,
Former
President
International
Society
of
Differentiation, Inc. University of Minnesota; Mr.
Jeremiah P. Ostriker, Former Provost Princeton
University Observatory; Mr. Louis Rukeyser, Host, Louis
Rukeyser’s Wall Street; Mr. James B. Sales, Former
Senior Partner Fulbright & Jaworski; Ms. Catharine R.
Stimpson, University Professor New York University; Mr.
John F. Sullivan, President and Publisher National
Journal; Mr. Elie Wiesel, Author Professor of Philosophy
Boston University; Mr. Karen Chassie, Managing Editor ANSWER (on N 630194 from 12/19/2003) with
calculation of costs on production of a cross piece for
automobiles on two technological versions: cast and
heating die (stamp), indicating observance(holding) of a
Law of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR; Nicholas S Law,
Director General, Members of the International
Biographical Associated, Cambridge, England, WPDF,
President Nicholas S.Law, Vice President Clive Emmett,
Secretary Jon Gifford, Founding Cabinet: Prof. Hari
Shanker Adesh, Dr. Pius A.C.Agwaramgbo, Mr. Linford L.
Andrews, Prof. Dr. Claus Baldus, Mr. Abdul R.Batal, Prof.
Pier Franco Beatrice, Dr. Werner A. Breuer, Mr.Daniel
D.Brunda, Ms.Collen Chanel, Dr. Louis M. Colaiannia,
H.E. Nobless Dr. Joy B. Cripps, Mr. Jasper L. Cummings,
Mr. Velizar Petrov Dimitrov, Mr. James P.Forte, Dr.
Hajime Fukazawa, Mr. Peter Galliner, Mr. Isaac T.
Goodine, Mrs. Dotsie Maude Gordon, Mr. Kjell Grinde,
Mr. Fabio Paolo Guffanti, Dr. Harald Haarmann, Dr. Ruth
Johnsson Hegyeli, Rev Father Cletus M. Watson, Dr.
Chandiah Veerappa, Ir Philip Kue Tse, Dr.William Harold
Thueme, Dr. M. Thiel, Prof. Ioannis Tarnanas, Mr. Fadil
Sulejmani, Prof. Dr. Der-Ruenn Su, Ms.Jackie Anderson
Strange, Mr. Robert Steiner, Dr. Olatokunbo A.Somolu,
Dr. Kunitomo Sato, Mr. Freeman Sachs, Dr. Ronald
George Ribble, Dr. Naeem Gul Rathore, Prof. Naseem
Rahman, Ms. Berbarda Polanc, Prof. Elmer Plischke, Dr.
Sitaram Poddar, Prof. Dr. E.N. Pinguli, Prof. Dong Gon
Park, Dr. Brankica Pacic, Mr. Akiyo Oshima, Mrs. Angela
C. Nicols, Dr. Amir-Naser Moezi, Ms. Kathleen J.
McKenzie Moore, Prof. Roger D. Masters, Prof. T.
Maghiar, Ms.Diana St. Legar Lindbergh, Dr. Dale P.
Layman, Prof.Dr. Chang-Yang Kuo, Mr. Charles Joseph
Kocian, Prof. Pill Soo Kim, Dr. Rustom A. Khaib, Mr. John
G. Kellas, Mr. Amin Hassanali Javer, Mr. S.L.G. Jain, Answer (Independence- Ukraine) with calculation of
costs on production of a frame SET of a worm WHEEL
on two technological versions: by a casting in SAND-

on two technological versions: by a casting in SANDclay the form and centrifugal casting indicating
observance(holding) of a Law of PRESERVATION of a
LABOUR; In the American Biographic Institute to J.M.
Evans, President, Editorial Advisory Board: Carl
F.
Agerstrand, D.D., Pastor Emeritus, Stanley Cline Barker,
I.D., Attorney at Law, B. Everard Blanchard, PhD.,
Researcher, Levis T. Bullock, M.D., Cardiologist, Eric
Daenecke, Ph.D., Interregional Advisor, U.N., Shu-T”ien
Li, Ph.D., Professor, Consulting Engineer, Thomas J.
Lupo, Publisher, City Planner, Bonnie-Lovae Pray, Society
Editor, Journalist, Wayne C. Temple, Ph.D., Historian,
Newspaper Editor, Robert J. Varga, Head, Space
Exploration Systems, Miloslav Rechcigl, Ph.D., Scientific
Research, Dept. of State Department - Answer (on “
Large Reason from the 21-st century”) with calculation
of costs on production of a brake disk of flying shears
hot are sharp on three technological versions: by a
casting in SAND-clay the form(shape); on Welded cast
version and on the welded-formed (with heated punched by a hub) version, which one display
observance(holding) a Law of PRESERVATION of a
LABOUR; We ask to be acquainted with a material
Document 15 in DOCUMENTATION'S on Web-Page
“CIVIL
INTERNATIONAL
COMMITTEE»
www.CICWSC.org .
33.

To conduct in 2005-2006 гг. The first World Congress of
Spiritual Unifications in New York and specially for
preparation of a world(global) public opinion for
realization of a Congress the Civil International
Committee (ГМК) is generated(set up). // For the first
Time Ukrainian delegacy of the participants of the First
World Congress of the Spiritual Consent in Alma-Ata in
1992 has invoked for association of efforts of the
intellectuals and Church of authorities for the solution of
international problems of development in report
«NECESSITY of association of efforts for analysis of
operation of composite economic systems» (Donetsk,
IEI, 1993); the report « Returning to sources - potential
of culture » (to the Second International occurring of
the economists «a Globalization and problem of
development » in Гаване 24-29.01.2000) was dedicated
to idea of revival of principles ICONOMIA on the
American continent. / look in «RELAY RACE of
FREEDOM: the first part of the first volume of materials
under the program «the Red Book of cultures of Europe
» Report № 3 of Azov Department of AES&E. - Mariupol,
Old Kremnes, 1999. - pp.56-66; We ask to be
acquainted with a material Documents 1-27 in
DOCUMENTATION'S
on
Web-Page
“CIVIL
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE» www.CIC-WSC.org .

The note: we specially not carry out for discussion of all
shares bound with distribution(propagation) of effect of the
person of the Sacred Ignatius, Metropolitan Gotey and Cafa, on
processes it is intelligently - spiritual of growth, as though
accepting relay race from our friend from Georgia and continuer
in Russian Federation of a scientific direction of the Mariupol
Academic school on ethnic-social forecasting(prediction), doctor
of economic sciences Logua Ramaz (He is our First and Last
doctor economics in East Europe). He also has found not
necessary to bear on court critics deeply personal philosophical
opinions, by devoting their parents and by addressing their
friends.

Valery Vasiljev, Chairman of Civil International
Committee (CIC), Membership of Research Board of
Advisors, ABI, academician of the New York Academy of
Sciences, member of Company of 1817 "Heritage" of the New
York Academy of Sciences, Membership of International
Biographical Association of BC Cambridge, Recipient of Nominal
Medal as Author of the Law of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR and
nominant of "2000 Outstanding Intellectuals 21 centuries ", IBC
of Cambridge, doctor of commerce
Alexander Vasiljev, Vice-chairman of Civil International
Committee (CIC), Membership of Research Board of
Advisors, ABI, academician of the New York Academy of
Sciences, member of Company of 1817 "Heritage" of the New
York Academy of Sciences, Member of AAAS, Subject of
biographical record in “Who’s Who in America” Fifth-Eighth
Edition 2004 and “Who’s Who in the World” 2004, doctor of
economic sciences
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